Hi! I’m Thomas! Let’s
continue with our course.
We are now in Chapter
FIVE.

Welcome to Chapter 5!
MARKETING AND SALES SKILLS

wINGS - "Internationalization serious Game for Start-ups and entrepreneurs", is
an EU wide training about essential aspects of the internationalization process.
The wINGS course consists of 6 chapters: Global entrepreneurship mindset, Core
competences of entrepreneurship, Management of uncertainty, Intercultural
communication, Marketing skills and Business skills.

Throughout our Serious Virtual Game, you will be involved in real-life situations
of entrepreneurship and you will acquire the set of competences that will
prepare you for a successful internationalization adventure.
wINGS has been created by an association of six organisations specialized in
both education and entrepreneurship. If you want to obtain more information
about the wINGS project, do not hesitate to contact us on
https://wings.erasmus.site

This is what we will talk
about in this chapter

LEARNING
OUTCOMES

1. Must-have Marketing and
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2. Marketing basics for
entrepreneurs
3. Digital Marketing
4. e-commerce and online retail
5. Marketing strategy
6. Practical Activities
7. Game Scenario

Skills and competences pursued
After this chapter
you will be able to:

●

Identify the main hard and soft marketing skills required for an
entrepreneur and acknowledge why they are critical

●

Understand the main concepts and definitions of Marketing

●

Briefly characterize your business using these concepts

●

Recognise the importance of digital marketing for businesses today

●

Select and use appropriate digital marketing tools for your business

●

Consider the options of ecommerce and/or online retail to maximize

the success of your business
●

Draft a marketing strategy for your business with defined goals,
actions, channels, timetable and budget.

1. Must-have Marketing and Sales skills
today

Being a successful
entrepreneur also
means being a
successful marketer.
Most of today’s
successful
entrepreneurs…

●
●

●

Which soft and
Know their customers and markets and how to reach them. hard skills do you
think are involved
Are great storytellers and write very well.
in these
Test most of their actions instead of relying on
characteristics?
assumptions.

●

Try to be informed about new marketing techniques,
especially those related to the Internet.

●

Use data to make decisions and understand the revenue

they get in their sales compared to how much they invest in
marketing.

●

Enjoy working with technology.

●

Manage their work according to a schedule.

Soft Skills

Hard Skills

Soft skills can be
developed
through training
and there are nice
tools to help you
improving them

TIME MANAGEMENT
This is one of the most challenging but also one
of the most important skills for entrepreneurs.
An entrepreneur is often expected to do a bit of
everything. It is crucial to have a clear sense of
priorities and not let yourself “drown” in the sea
of to-dos. When it comes to marketing, regular
presence/sending messages is very important so
that the customer doesn’t forget about you.
Use automatic calendars, priority lists, etc. and
make the most of your time!

But nothing can
replace the
progresses
achieved
through practice
and experience!

CREATIVITY

ADAPTABILITY

As an entrepreneur, creativity is a
must in all areas of your business. In
marketing and sales, it definitely can
make a difference to help you “stand
out” among the crowd... Creativity
helps you bringing new ideas and
interpretations
to
common
problems.

With the fast pace of times, you
should be able to change plans
quickly if needed, react positively
to new situations and tackle new
challenges. Adaptability goes
hand in hand with creativity.

Collaboration can be a
powerful tool for small
business owners. But be
aware that real
collaboration is the one
that results in a win-win
situation !

COLLABORATION
Collaborating with others (inside your organization,
in your local community, online..) can help you to:
o reduce costs,
o get hold of skills you don’t have and let you focus on
what you can do,
o have different perspectives,
o grow your network,
o solve problems.

There are many successful collaborations in Marketing = Collaborative Marketing.
A good example is Uber X Spotify:
Uber customers were invited to connect their
Spotify to the car’s radio during their Uber
rides. Both brands made use of the fact that
they were offering complementary services,
allowing them to tap onto each other’s
customer base at the same time.
This collaboration introduced tons of Uber
users to Spotify, while providing Uber users
with an even more personalised and unique
experience.

Being able to express
your ideas clearly is key
weather you are talking,
writing or reaching out
your customers in other
ways!

COMMUNICATION
Marketing is all about communication. This is a
critical skill in advertising, public relations and
selling.
If you use digital marketing, you’ll be doing a lot of
writing, whether creating content, or emails to
stakeholders.

NEGOTIATION
Negotiating means much more than selling. You need to negotiate
with costumers but also with partners, suppliers, co-workers and
many other stakeholders. Being a good negotiator involves:
But remember that negotiation
is also about PERSONAL
INTEGRITY. Your clients should
be eager to do business with
you, not suspicious or offended.
The impression you cause in
negotiation is critical for your
business - marketing today is
also about work ethic and not
only about selling.

HARD SKILLS
I will tell you more
about these later on!

o Marketing techniques: You don’t need to master them all, but if
you are aware of a few key concepts, you can look for more
information and support according to your needs.
o Analytics: Understanding how to spot trends in data is essential.
o Content strategy: helps to build an audience, establish
authority, drive sales.
o Social media: if well used, is one of the most effective marketing
channels.
o E-commerce: can be ideal for entrepreneurs, allowing them to
deliver their products potentially everywhere and gain several
other advantages.

2. Marketing Basics for Entrepreneurs

DEFINITION
Marketing is systematically communicating
your value to people who can buy it. It is about
putting the right product, at the right price, at
the right place, at the right time. Marketing is
based on thinking about the business in terms
of customer needs and their satisfaction.

Marketing is a huge world
involving multiple
concepts, models and
techniques, but there are
also some simple
definitions like this one.

Watch out!

MARKETING VS. SELLING
Selling is basically about getting customers to pay for your
product.
Marketing is about discovering, creating, arousing and
satisfying customer needs. It’s a much broader process that
involves thinking about the business as a whole.

THE “CLASSICAL” MARKETING MIX
These are the 4 aspects you
need to define about your
product. Are you able to
answer these questions?

Product: what is your
product (good or service)?

Price: what is the amount
that the end user will pay
for your product?

Marketing Mix
The 4 P’s
Promotion: which
communication
strategies and techniques
will you use to promote
your product?

Place: how will your
product be provided to
the customer?

ENTREPRENEURIAL MARKETING
Unique set of marketing practices and methods used by start-ups and
small businesses to market and build sustainable businesses. It is a
way of seeing marketing from a different perspective, because:

Do you think these
sentences apply to you?
If so, you should look at
the concept and
techniques of
Entrepreneurial
Marketing!

✓ With my start-up, I need to gain a foothold in crowded
markets, growing from “0” attention.
✓ I need to use cheap and accessible tools including viral videos,

Tweets, Facebook pages, and email marketing (digital
marketing).

✓ I know there are new and unorthodox marketing practices

and all of them are valid as long as they produce results.

✓ I can learn about what people like and don’t like about my

product or service using testing, analytics and other data
based practices.

✓ As I am at a start-up phase, I don’t have yet a “reputation”, so
I can use “bad results” to improve not only the marketing

techniques but also the product itself.

THE 4 Cs OF MARKETING MIX : FROM BUSINESS TO CUSTOMER
Instead (or
besides) using the
4 Ps, think about
your business
from a more clientfocused approach.
Can you answer
these questions?

Consumer → A business should focus on solving problems for consumers rather
than creating products. What does your customer need? Which problem is

he/she trying to solve?

Cost → Total cost of acquiring a product or service, including the time it takes to
look for a product and make a purchase, trade-offs that consumers must make,
such as forgoing another purchase. How much does your customer have to pay

(not only in terms of money) for your product?

Convenience → How easy is it for consumers to find and purchase your product?

Communication → How do you communicate with your audience? This may
include concepts beyond “classical” advertising, such as: brand ambassadors,
blog posts, websites, sponsored product placement, and social media channels.

THE MARKETING FUNNEL
When you draft your marketing strategy, you should be aware of the “journey” made
by consumers until they buy a product: we can call this the marketing funnel. Bear this
in mind to choose the right tools to capture the attention of your potential customers
(TOFU) and take them to the decision of buying your product/service (BOFU).
TOFU
MOFU

BOFU

Top of Funnel (TOFU): The potential buyer recognizes they have
a problem/need but is unaware of your product/service. How
can you “create a need”/convince the buyer they have a need?
Middle of the Funnel (MOFU): The customer is actively
researching products/ potential solutions for their need. How

can you appear as the adequate solution for the problem?

Bottom of the Funnel (BOFU): The customer is ready to buy. How
can you convince the buyer that you have a better solution than
your competition?

3. Digital Marketing

How new or familiar are
these marketing techniques
for you?
Even if you don’t intend to use
solely digital marketing, you
shouldn’t ignore the web
presence for your business….

E-mail
marketing

social
media
marketing

Influencer
marketing

advertising and
pay-per-click

Searc h
engine
optimization

Content
Marketing

Can you think of
examples of content
marketing that you
came across with?

CONTENT MARKETING…
…involves the creation and sharing of online material that
does not explicitly promote a brand but is intended to stimulate
interest in its products or services = add value to the marketing
message.
Content Marketing is focused on creating and distributing
valuable, relevant content to attract and retain an audience
and, ultimately, to drive profitable customer action - the idea is
that people want to learn something rather than being
interrupted with advertising about products they don’t want.

Content marketing is
used especially in
Example of content marketing: The toilet paper brand Charmin created
blogs, websites, email,
an app called Sit or Squat and built a social media campaign to promote social media, video and
it. The app allows users to check the local toilets around their area to see eBooks. Check out this
curious and very
if they are clean or not: if they are clean, people can feel free to sit; if not,
successful content
they may want to squat. The app idea may seem silly, but it is still useful
marketing example!

and relevant to consumers who would be using Charmin’s products.

E-MAIL MARKETING
Perhaps this is synonym
of SPAM to you, but email marketing is still
one of the most costeffective digital
marketing techniques!

Tips for a successful e-mail marketing campaign:
●

Avoid buying e-mail lists, as probably people will perceive
this as “unrequested” information and send your message
directly to spam.

●

Be aware of national (and international) email regulations.
In the EU, the GDPR – General Data Protection Regulation.

●

Only send e-mails when you really need to. Flooding your
audience’s inbox with superfluous emails will cause them to
lose interest or unsubscribe entirely.

●

Use e-mail for other purposes than promoting and selling
your products, e.g. share news, tell a story or provide support
to your customers.

Social media marketing
Social media can help you building brand awareness, developing community, and getting
your content and products in front of new people. In order to choose the right social
media channel (can be more than one) it is very important that you:
❑ Know your audience: this is a key aspect of every marketing strategy. The first step
to choose your social media channel is to know who is your target audience, where
they spend time online, where they look for information, what is their profile, etc.
❑ Evaluate and test each channel: analytics is a golden word in digital marketing!
Every time you do a move on social networks, check the impact in terms of number of
visits, duration, type of visitors, feedback received, etc. Bad results can mean
different things: unsuitable social network, unappealing content, weak promotion…
this is why testing and analyzing the results is so important!.

For sure you know
these very popular
social media channel.
But you should also
understand if and how
they can fit your
marketing purposes

Facebook: This is the powerhouse of social media. You'll
likely find all audience types on this platform. But you are
not in business for everyone, so you must determine
where you can find your targets and reach out to them.
Instagram: This is a great tool for native advertisement
purposes. Since the algorithm is optimized for valuable
content, you'll likely gain a natural following of your
target audience if you provide quality content.
Twitter: This is another top-notch social media channel.
However, consistency is key in order to gain and maintain
a significant audience. The ultimate goal should be to
provide content that is relevant to your audience.

PAY-PER-CLICK (PPC) OR COST-PER-CLICK (CPC)
Online advertising model in which advertisers pay each time a user clicks on
one of their online ads. There are different types of PPC ads, but one of the
most common types is the paid search ad. These ads appear when people
search for things online using a search engine like Google.
This s an example of
paid ads that appear
when we do a search by
“marketing courses”

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION (SEO)
Process of increasing the quality and quantity of website
traffic by increasing the visibility of a web page to users of
a web search engine. SEO refers to the improvement of
unpaid results (known as "natural" or "organic" results)
and excludes direct visitors and the purchase of paid
placement. SEO can be done e.g. by editing content, adding
content, and modifying HTML and associated coding to
both increase its relevance to specific keywords and
remove barriers to the indexing activities of search
engines.

Even if you are not a
specialist in digital
marketing, you can
always check some tips to
make the online content
about your business
appear easier in search
engines results.

Influencer marketing: Influencers are popular people within a given niche
or industry who can put your products in front of their audiences. They are
the people your target audience listens to on a daily basis.
Now you may be
wondering: how
can I gauge
influencers if I
have no budget?

1.

Try guest posting for influencers: reach out to influencers and offer to
write a guest post that will be attractive to their audience.

2.

Attract influencers with group roundup posts: e.g. invite influencers to
take part in a group interview or expert roundup post on your own site.

3.

Offer influencers free products or services: influencers often expect
gifts and discounts from businesses who approach them. You can send
them your product as a sample or offer a free trial of your service.

4.

Give influencers free and valuable feedback: provide some valuable
feedback (not comments like ‘great post’ or ‘I agree 100%’).

Take-aways
Many techniques of digital marketing can be applied “live”. For example:
Here are some
take-aways before
you move on to the
next content!

You can use influencer marketing in face-to-face events organised
to promote your product or service.
Using ideas from content marketing, you can organise a workshop
with useful content for your target audience and take the
opportunity to promote your product or service.
Most importantly: Digital tools are useful but they are not an objective
by themselves. Technologies can help you promoting your offer, but they
will not solve your problems for miracle.
Marketing and sales are still about message, image, quality of product
and service and your passion for what you do!

4. e-Commerce and online retail

Operating across borders
Check Teaching Note 1,

Global Entrepreneurship
Mindset, part Motivation
to grow business
internationally to learn

about going international!

With the possibilities brought by the internet, many start-ups today
are referred to as "born globals", meaning they operate across borders.
To think your marketing strategy internationally, you should consider
aspects such as:
✓
✓
✓

Dealing with the differences in legislation and regulation
(including taxes) in other markets
Cultural differences and language barriers
Adapting products/services for international markets

If you want to sell your products online (in your country or abroad), you
should be familiar with the concepts of e-Commerce and online retail.

ONLINE RETAIL

E-COMMERCE

- Can be quite similar to physical retail
but done online: clients can see the
products/ services available, see
prices, pay and receive the product.

- Uses an electronic commerce
platform.

- Can be implemented using a simple
website, facebook page or even e-mail.
- You can use a platform online to
advertise and sell your products, but
the typical features of these platforms
are usually only those directly related
to buying and selling.

- Offers a wide range of services
to the customer (besides selling
products), such as advertising,
creating
awareness
among
people and information on
emerging trends.

The border between
the two concepts can
be blur, but online
retail is considered
somehow simpler
while e-commerce
involves additional
services besides
buying and selling.

Popular e-commerce platforms
In the web, you can find several options to launch your online store with website
builders. Some of them are targeted at new businesses, arguing to have great looking,
easy-to-use online store ready in no time.

Steps to consider to launch an online retail/e-commerce strategy:
1.

Conduct a market research to decide the most beneficial target market,

2.

Analyse and adopt the most suitable technological platform for your targets,

3.

Take other decisions such as the payment method, customer service, etc,

4.

See costs associated to each option,

5.

Choose the best option for your needs and prepare the advertisement and
implementation campaign.

Given the number of people that use the internet to look for new products or
services, you should have an online presence, even if only a Facebook page or simple
website with contact information and a brief description of your product or service.

5. Developing your marketing strategy

MARKETING STRATEGY
A marketing strategy is a set of marketing goals
and objectives
combined into a single
comprehensive plan – the Marketing Plan.
The marketing strategy is a crucial part of any
business. It helps defining where you are, what you
want to achieve in terms of presence of your
product/service in the market, and how you intend
to do it.

Remember: If you don’t
have a way to sell your
product/service, you
don’t have a business!

The Marketing Plan of a start-up…
✓

Is the result of coordinated work of all parts of the business to use resources as
efficiently as possible. Marketing decisions must reflect the real circumstances
facing the company.

✓

Doesn’t have to be a huge complex document but definitely must include a careful
self-analysis to define the start-up’s place in the market and set realistic goals.

✓

Is an indispensable tool for the management of your marketing activities, so it
should have a structure and content you can easily work with.

✓

Helps companies to maintain focus as they revise their strategies.

✓

Usually does not cover more than a year time because start-ups face uncertain
circumstances, so they need to be flexible and open to quick changes.

In the internet you can find
hundreds of templates and
guidelines for Marketing Plan.
There is no “one fits all”
solution. Just follow simple
steps, make sure you have the
information and tools to answer
all the questions about your
product/service and write it all
down in the format that suits
you better!

Your Marketing Plan in 6 steps:
1.

Situation Analysis => describe where you are in the
market, what you are offering and how you compare to
others.

2.

Target Audience => understand who you want to reach.

3.

Goals => set out what you want to achieve in the market.

4.

Marketing Strategy => specify what “story” you will tell
to achieve your goals and how you intend to do it.

5.

Implementation/budget => calculate how much you need
to spend to implement your action plan.

6.

Evaluation/metrics => define how and when you will
measure your results.

Step 1. Situation Analysis
Think about your product
or service and describe it
according to these aspects:

❑

Core mission of the company and current product
or service offering.

❑

Marketing advantages of your product or service
and challenges you face.

❑

Who are your main competitors, how do you
compare with them and which threats do they pose
to your offering.

❑

Any outside forces that will affect your business in
the coming times.

Step 2. Target Audience
It is critical that you define your target customer so you can structure your marketing
strategy to meet their needs. How can you determine your target audience?
❑

❑

Identify the basic demographics of your target prospects, such as their gender,
age, and location.
Learn how to relate to your audience: analyse their personalities and/or shopping
behaviour. What do they have in common?

❑

Figure out where those people are. Where can you reach them?

❑

Think on which tactics and channels could reach those people, in those places.

❑

Try to define which marketing activities could be used to reach the right people, in
the right places, at the right time?

Step 3. Goals
❑

❑

List your business's marketing goals for the coming
year.
Make your goals realistic and measurable so that you
can easily evaluate your performance.
Don’t put something vague like: "Increase sales of
product A";
Define concrete goals, such as: "Increase sales product
A 10% in the 1st semester and 15% in the 2nd semester."

Your goals can range from
maximizing profits to
redefining a particular
market. Each goal will require
a different marketing
strategy and be evaluated on
different terms. Set
quantitative targets and then
revise your strategies if those
targets are not met.

Step 4. Marketing Strategy – Marketing Mix
Considering the information you gathered in the previous steps, you have
conditions to define your Marketing Mix.
4 Cs

4 Ps

Why?

Do you remember the 4
Ps and 4 Cs? In both
cases you cover the
main marketing
aspects, only from a
different perspective…

Customer solutions Product

Customers want to buy value or a solution to their problem

Customer cost

Price

Customers want to know the total cost of acquiring, using
and disposing of a product.

Convenience

Place

Customers want products and services to be as convenient
to purchase as possible

Communication

Promotion Customers want two-way communication with the

sounds better than

companies that make the product.
Because…

Step 4. Marketing Strategy – Marketing Mix
Which aspects should you consider in order to define each component of your
Marketing Mix (the 4Cs or 4 Ps)?

variety, quality, design,
features, brand name,
packaging, services

list price, discounts,
allowance, payment
period, credit terms

channels, coverage,
assortments, locations,
transportation, logistics

advertising, personal
selling, sales promotion,
public relations

Step 4. Marketing Strategy - Practical tips from the best
Many entrepreneurs and ✓ Consider different channels to spread the word about your
experienced marketers
brand: Business networks, Personal contacts, International
like to share their
conferences, network events, etc.
experiences and useful
tips. Here are some
✓ Build a referral network: Especially for small businesses, word-ofsuggestions of
mouth is one of the most powerful forms of advertisement - people
marketing activities and
make purchases based on trust and credibility!
strategies

✓ Ask for feedback: Transparency is a very important quality,
especially for start-ups , even if something goes wrong. Asking for
feedback is a great way to learn the personalities of your clients,
how satisfied they were, so you can build on this for the future.

Step 4. Marketing Strategy - Practical tips from the best
✓ Consider Marketing through articles you write: One easy way to market your
business or your product or service is by writing a free article and including some
links to your website or whatever you’re offering.
✓ Explore joint ventures as marketing tools: Remember reading that “collaboration”
is a key marketing skill? If you have a product or service and you don’t have a
market, then you may want to find someone who has a market but doesn’t have
your product or service. In that type of situation, you can work together and split
the profit.
✓ Use the tools of digital marketing: It is important to look into your local community
to see where you can plant those grassroots efforts that will pay off , but don’t
undermine the power of content marketing, influencers and other techniques that
can be used online or at home!

Example: if you plan to
exhibit at three trade
shows, include the costs to
Step 5. Budget and implementation
participate in the shows,
Just because you
prepare your booth and
Budget
is
key
to
keep
you
focused
on
return
on
any
can’t spend a lot of
marketing materials. If you
investment
made
in
marketing.
A
budget
also
gives
you
money on
find this is too costly, go
marketing, it doesn’t some accountability and discipline to stick to only what back and adjust to reach an
mean you shouldn’t you said you’d spend.
affordable budget.
establish a budget.

❑ Create a budget based on what you believe you can
spend without putting you in a cash crisis that will
impact other areas of your business.

❑ Draft a brief breakdown of the costs associated with
each of your tactics.
❑ Prioritize one or two marketing strategies that you
think may be more profitable (even if it’s a small
return).

Step 6. Evaluation and metrics
Even if your marketing strategy does not involve money, you’re still spending a lot of
time and effort, so track the results of each marketing tactic:
❑ Define how you will measure the impact of each action: Define how you will collect
data, preferably in a way that allows linking each marketing effort to a quantifiable
result. Also think: what do you want to measure? Is it the buzz created with a
campaign? The increase in sales?
❑ Test and evaluate each channel: Even with low-cost marketing tools, you can collect
valuable data, including information on each person you interacted with, ways to
contact them in the future, their interests and reaction to your product or service. If
you use digital marketing, get hold of analytics tools to measure performance.
❑ Adjust, improve: Don’t leave your data in a drawer! Use them to perform better next
time and figure out which marketing strategies are beneficial to repeat in the future.

PRACTICAL ACTIVITIES

1.

Identify if the following statements are true or false:

a) Even though creativity is very important to all areas of a business, we should always
follow what we planned.

b) In general terms, Marketing is about making money.
c) Just because some Marketing practices work for established businesses, it doesn’t
mean they will work for start-ups.

d) We can state that online retail and e-commerce mean exactly the same.
e) When developing the Marketing Plan, the goals defined should be realistic,
measurable and concrete.

2. Complete the following sentences:

a)

network.

Marketing can help us have different perspectives and grow our

a) The Marketing Plan of a start-up usually covers
start-ups face uncertainty.

year time, because

a) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Marketing is focused on making people want to gain knowledge about
something, instead of being flooded by advertising.
a) Even if we’re not planning on spending a lot of money, we should always establish
a
.

a) A very good way to measure performance is to use

tools.

DESCRIPTION OF A GAME SCENARIO
(separate document)
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True or False
F – With the fast pace of times, you should be able to change plans quickly if needed,
react positively to new situations and tackle new challenges. Adaptability goes hand in
hand with creativity.
F – Marketing is about discovering, creating, arousing and satisfying customer needs.
It’s a much broader process that involves thinking about the business as a whole.
T
F – The border between Online Retail and E-Commerce can be blur, but Online Retail is
considered simpler, while E-Commerce involves additional services besides buying and
selling.
T
Complete the Sentences
Collaborative
one
Content
budget
analytics

